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Here you can find the menu of Yaz Lounge in Richmond Hill. At the moment, there are 11 meals and drinks on
the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Yaz Lounge:

This is a brand new place, I just checked it out for the first time earlier this week. It's a very nice establishment,
very trendy and cool interiors. They have a wide menu for food, drinks and hookah flavours. The place has just
been open for a week, and will be having their grand opening this coming weekend. Their hookah flavours are

real good, nicely prepared and their shishas are real clean and smooth since they'... read more. The premises on
site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending on the

weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What User doesn't like about Yaz Lounge:
Came here when the place first opened up, then around 1X a month with my boyfriend. Service is much worse
compared to last time. Came Nov 27th, and service was bad. New servers: changed menu and told me they

didn't have orange head before . Menu price went up, now spend $20-25 per person and 15% automatic charge
on the bill which they do not state on doors, nor menus. Today, we went at 9:00pm Nov 09 and was denied en...
read more. Yaz Lounge from Richmond Hill offers delicious, good Mediterranean cuisine with its typical menus,
You can take a break at the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. Also, they

proffer you flavorful seafood menus, Customers often choose the tasty, fluffy flatbread, which is perfect for
dipping into the own hummus or a creamy yogurt dip; the unusual connection of figs and goat cheese undeniably

also belongs to the delicious bits of the multifaceted Middle Eastern cuisine.
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Sid� dishe�
RICE

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Chicke�
GRILLED CHICKEN

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

OYSTERS

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

MEAT

CHICKEN

SEAFOOD

PRAWNS

TOMATO
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Opening Hours:
Thursday 20:00-03:00
Friday 20:00-03:00
Saturday 20:00-03:00
Sunday 18:00-01:00
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